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Winter break classes
to remain on schedule
Alisha Wyman
Montana Kaimin

Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin

FBI Special Agent Ron Mosback poses in front of wanted posters in his Missoula office on Wednesday. Mosback
and the FBI Montana Cyber Crimes Task Force recently helped apprehend a UM student who allegedly solicited
sex from a minor on the Internet.

Cyber cops nab sex solicitors
Kristen Cates
Montana Kaimin

A year after Investigators
its creation,
assume other
the Montana
identities in
Cyber Crimes crackdown
Task Force, a
division of the FBI, has tracked
down three people in the Missoula
area who were allegedly using the
Internet to solicit sex from underage females, said one agent.
All three arrests occurred in the
last two months, and two involved
University of Montana students —
Kevin King and Gary Schlake. The
other man arrested was Travis
Powell, a Missoula resident.
Special Agent Ron Mosback said
these three cases serve as a warning
to parents of young Internet users.
“It’s not completely safe and it’s
not completely private,” he said.
“Parents have to set parameters.”
In Schlake’s case, court documents state he initiated inappropriate conversations with a 15-year-old
female using MSN instant messaging. The female and her mother

then alerted the Missoula Police
Department, which alerted the FBI.
An FBI agent then assumed the
identity of the 15-year-old and continued conversations with Schlake.
Schlake was taken into custody
on Feb. 11.
Mosback said earlier that Schlake
was using UM computers as well as
a personal computer to contact the
victim.
UM’s Student Conduct Code
states that misconduct involves
“unauthorized or fraudulent use of
the University’s facilities, telephone
system, mail system, or computers,
or use of any of the above for any
illegal activity.”
Charles Couture, dean of students, said Schlake’s case is the
most serious allegation of this
nature that he’s heard of. He doesn’t know if Schlake will be cited
with a Student Conduct Code violation.
“I don’t know what action the
University might be taking,” he
said.
King was arrested Dec. 1 and is

still awaiting a court date. The FBI
alleges that King used the Internet
to talk with an agent posing as a
middle school-aged female. There
was no original complaint from an
underage female, Mosback said.
“It was a sting operation,” he
said. “The FBI in no way, shape or
form solicited sex (from King).
That would be entrapment.”
Mosback said the cases are still
under investigation and declined to
comment on details of the affidavits.
In each of the affidavits filed
against Schlake, King and Powell,
undercover agents asked the defendants during sexually explicit conversations if their actions could lead
to pregnancy.
In documents accusing Schlake
of enticing sex from a minor, an
undercover agent reportedly asked
“G” (later identified as Schlake),
“ur kool that im 15.” Then “G”
responded, “definitly.”
All three continued to pursue the
undercover agents, the affidavits
See INVESTIGATION, Page 8

Two years ago, 5-week break
Wintersession
to continue
was a failing pro- at least one
gram with limitmore year
ed classes and
low enrollment.
But the program has turned
around since the University of
Montana reformed it by adding
more core- and general-education
requirements to the assortment of
classes offered, said Peggy Nesbitt,
the division manager for summer
semester and Wintersession.
“I think it’s in direct response,”
she said. “We’re satisfying student
needs.”
Enrollment for Wintersession
2004 was 843 students, up from 317
in 2002.
There were other changes made
to compensate for the expense of
the session, UM President George
Dennison said.
Formerly, Wintersession credits
counted toward the spring semester
course load, so students weren’t
paying extra tuition for the classes,
Dennison said. It also meant that
professors received no additional
payment for teaching a class during
the break.
Now Wintersession is a separate
term that costs $150 per credit for
students and compensates professors for their time.
But the resulting jump in enrollment shouldn’t be celebrated too
grandly, Dennison said.
“There’s been a growth, but you
go from almost zero to something
— I mean, that’s growth,” he said.
A few years ago, when the program was still called Intersession,
the University was taking a loss as a
result of poor enrollment and lack
of interest from professors in teaching classes.
Provost Lois Muir gave
Continuing Education the task of
coming up with ideas to cultivate
more revenue. It took over leadership in 2003, and the numbers came

in with an almost 102 percent
improvement in enrollment that
year.
Since the improvements,
Wintersession has paid for itself, but
the long winter break is contingent
on its continued popularity,
Dennison said.
Should its enrollment fall, the
five-week winter break might once
again be jeopardized, said Bob
Duringer, vice president for administration and finance.
“If it becomes a financial burden,
we will probably have to revisit the
idea of it,” he said. “In today’s
financial situation, you wouldn’t
want to spend money on a
Wintersession when nobody comes,
and there’s not enough money for
expenses.”
But before cancellation of the
program is considered, there are
other options the administration will
look at, Dennison said.
“It isn’t a case of getting rid of
the program,” he said, “it’s finding a
better time to offer it.”
Dennison has previously proposed that the session be moved to
the end of spring semester. Students
would have a shorter winter break,
but they would get done with school
earlier, he said.
This plan was unpopular with students when he first introduced it, he
said.
So far, the numbers are pointing
toward a continued long winter
break for students.
Students who attended the 2004
session gave positive evaluations,
Nesbitt said.
“A lot of people were pretty
impressed,” she said.
Some students benefit from the
shorter term and longer classes.
“You have time to really just
focus,” she said. “I definitely think
that’s a personality thing, and how
you learn.”
Garry Kerr, a professor of anthropology, agrees longer classes for a
shorter period of time can be a benSee WINTERSESSION, Page 8

Students choose marriage, defy national average
Joe Friedrichs
For the Kaimin

University of Montana student Andy Gott
was a little more nervous than usual about flying a plane out of the Missoula International
Airport on Feb. 8, and not because of the
heavy fog that surrounded the valley at 6:30
a.m.
His passenger that morning was his girlfriend of four months, Marni Matovich. And
she was the cause of the intense heartbeats
pounding in his chest. But he had a plan for the
adventure, so they boldly took flight and headed north toward Glacier National Park.
“When we got up around Kalispell the
weather cleared up and the sun was out,” Gott
said. “It was still early in the morning when we
got over the park. Then we got over these
beautiful white clouds.”
That is when Gott popped the question most
juniors in college haven’t yet asked: “Will you
marry me?”
Matovich reached across the seats of the

plane and gave him a tender, loving hug — the
hug of approval.
“He just slipped it in over casual conversation,” Matovich said. “I didn’t really have a
reaction, I just gave him a hug.”
Gott, 21, and Matovich, 22, are breaking the
mold of the national average and tying the knot
at a relatively young age. According to the U.S.
Census, the average age for a male to get married is 27, and for females the average age is
two years younger. Just 40 years ago those
numbers were 24 for males and 21 for females.
“It doesn’t make sense to wait just because
that is what everyone else is doing,” Gott said.
“Everyone wants to get married, it is just
something that everyone wants. It just goes
right.”
Gott and Matovich both cite religious values
as a strong factor in their decision to wed. Both
are members of the South Hills Evangelical
Church and are devout Christians.
“Our going ahead and getting married has a
lot to do with our religious beliefs,” Matovich
said. “But it all depends on the couple — if

you want to get married or not.”
There are 564 apartments in UM’s married student housing complex. Although
nearly all are occupied, their residents
aren’t all couples. There are only 243
married couples registered in the complex.
Some UM students on campus see marriage as a challenge when it comes to balancing studies and family life.
“If you can get married and pull it off,
that’s admirable,” said sophomore Kristin
Wheeler. “I would only do it if I was
close to getting my degree.”
Montana Kaimin Photo Illustration
Other obstacles that keep people from
running on the marriage track are finan- Although the average age for marriage has risen in
the last 40 years, UM student Marni Matovich, 22,
cial.
plans to marry her 21-year-old fiancé in June. In the
“If you want to get married and work United States, the average marriage age is 27 for
hard for what you want, it can work,” said males and 25 for females.
junior Dan Smith. “The expense of getting
ding is scheduled for June 5.
married can be a setback at first. But if only
“We’ll probably leave Montana after we
one member of a relationship is in school and
graduate,” Matovich said. “But we won’t be
the other works, it can really help out.”
having kids for at least another five years.”
Both Gott and Matovich will be graduating
from UM next December. The couple’s wed-
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Dean should pass on
endorsements on way out
He will not be going to California, Texas or New York. South
Dakota and Oregon are still months away, so they’re out of the question. And Howard Dean’s campaign won’t make it to Washington to
take back the White House, as was promised in his lampooned outburst
after he finished third in the Iowa primary.
After a solid third-place finish in Wisconsin’s Democratic primary
Wednesday, Dean’s campaign is officially over, much to the pleasure of
front-runner Sen. John Kerry, who frequently sparred verbally with
Dean, who in turn accused Kerry of snuggling up to special interest
groups.
“I am no longer actively pursuing the presidency,” Dean was reported as saying Wednesday. “We will, however, continue to build a new
organization using our enormous grass-roots network to continue the
effort to transform the Democratic Party and to change our country.”
Dean has already been partly effective in his vision. As a candidate
who wouldn’t stick to the congressional Democrat mold, he was able to
define much of what Democrats will be arguing for throughout the
election process: better health care, cutting back tax breaks, etc.
Whether you like the man or not, his rants, off-the-cuff remarks, and
indictment of the administration — won’t all these Dean characteristics
be missed, if not merely for the entertainment value then for their ability to stir things up?
From the beginning Dean assumed the outsider image, the man who
wasn’t beholden to Washington quid pro quo politics. He had balanced
budgets, he didn’t support the war in Iraq and he raised more than $40
million over the Internet. And for a while he was the guy to beat.
But now his supporters are left with two candidates whose campaigns don’t much resemble the Dean Machine, and whose personalities resemble pedestrian politicians.
Between these two candidates — Kerry and Sen. John Edwards —
Dean is expected to select one to endorse. Kerry seems like a long
shot, and it’s not as if he needs it. Dean could endorse Edwards, which
might help the North Carolina senator or it could do as much for him
as Al Gore’s endorsement did for Dean, or Madonna’s for Wesley
Clark.
Dean should just put all the losses behind him and keep his image as
a different kind of politician. Supporting Kerry or Edwards might seem
the cordial thing to do, but it doesn’t seem the Dean thing to do. Dean
is a guy who riles things up, not someone who bows out in defeat and
supports a candidate who doesn’t represent his personality or fervor.
The atypical Dean campaign brought excitement to the political
process through unprecedented fund-raising and foot-in-the-mouth
moments, and put competitors on their guards. He is leaving as a man
who many will see as a flash-in-the-pan politician. But his legacy
shouldn’t be seen as “that liberal who went from first to third.”
His candidacy was one that invigorated millions of voters who otherwise would have been apathetic. And if you remember him only for his
Iowa ranting and screaming, which many called unpresidential, remember that it was at least charged and from the heart.

-Adam Weinacker, news editor

Campus conservatives
might want to enlist first
I'm glad that Andrew Bissell
finds 500 dead Americans “bearable.” I’m sure their parents in
places like Escondido, Calif.,
Brownsville, Texas, and Eagle
Butte, S.D., wouldn’t agree.
Didn’t we go through this
already? The conservative student
factions (like Karl Rove and the
College Republicans) of the
Vietnam era who loudly supported
that war from the safety of their

dorm rooms are generally considered unconscionable cowards
today. I'm sorry to see this generation of neo Nixon-youth is carrying on that dishonorable legacy.
I'm a veteran. I served in
Afghanistan and I’ve got more
friends than I can count who
fought in Iraq. From the flippant
and dismissive tone of their writing, I can only assume neither
Bissell or his cohort Mcdonald
(who wrote a letter on the same
page) have ever been anywhere
near a war. If I’m wrong, and
they’re vets, they didn’t learn

M ONTANA K AIMIN

GOP is not taking high road in campaign
you can see, he looks as wrinkled and tired as in any
of those ‘before’ pictures. ... So, is it Botox or is it
Column by
makeup? You decide.”
Gov. Howard Dean, we were dutifully informed,
By Jake Honigman
received squeals from a prepubescent science class
Cornell Daily Sun
crowd when he told them that urine was safer to drink
(Cornell U.)
than the water in some rivers. On two separate dates,
“The Grapevine” brought to light allegations by an
Iowa deli owner that the Dean campaign owed him
money. Another piece focused on the revelation that
(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y. - “Terry McAuliffe has
become the John Wilkes Booth of presidential charac- Dean “drinks generic ginger ale and eats generic
snacks, because they’re cheaper.” And President
ter assassination,” declared Republican National
Bush’s service in the Air National Guard is irreleCommittee Chair Ed Gillespie last week, bemoaning
vant?
his Democratic counterpart’s suggestions about
Not content with just presenting them as looking
President Bush’s record with the Air National Guard.
foolish,
Hume makes a habit of snidely juxtaposing
Theatrically linking his boss, George Bush, to
carefully
excavated morsels of the Democratic candiAbraham Lincoln may seem presumptuous to some of
dates’
records,
tarring them with inconsistency and
us. But why Gillespie would imply that McAuliffe
irony.
Opining
that “John Kerry’s positions ... have
has successfully destroyed Bush’s persona — after
apparently
changed
greatly,” Hume points out that
all, Booth was nothing as an assassin if not successful
“Kerry
—
who
voted
[in 2002] to authorize unilateral
— is beyond me.
action
in Iraq if the president
What’s clear is that Gillespie
deemed
it necessary — said in
intends to portray himself, and his
1970,
during
his first congressional
party, as taking the high road.
In attacks more Ultimate campaign, that if it were up to him,
Warning that Democrats “intend to
‘our troops [would be] dispersed
Fighting Championship
run the dirtiest campaign in modern
through the world only at the directhan Ford’s Theatre,
presidential politics,” he cautions
tive of the United Nations.’”
that “[Republicans] as a party canDemocrats’ reputations
We’re told that a Massachusetts
not sink to their level.”
are being roughed up per- constituent claimed to have received
Republicans, of course, can and
sistently, and the hits are two letters from Sen. Kerry in 1991
have sunk quite low when it comes
expressing different sentiments on
often below the belt.
to presidential campaign politics.
the Persian Gulf War. Sen. John
And the Bush team, if not the stanEdwards, we were told after the
dard-bearer, is no exception.
New Hampshire primary, “has had
But these days, they may well be
trouble
courting
[the
black] vote,” which, at the time,
feeling like they don’t have to fire off personal
he
said
he
was
counting
on in South Carolina. Since
attacks of their own. The media is doing it for them.
the
total
black
vote
in
the
New Hampshire primary
In attacks more Ultimate Fighting Championship than
was
fewer
than
5,000
people,
this declaration seems
Ford’s Theatre, Democrats’ reputations are being
petty
at
best,
and
at
worst
a
calculated
— but failed
roughed up persistently, and the hits are often below
—
move
to
slow
his
momentum
in
South
Carolina.
the belt.
I
should
be
clear
that
I
am
not
alleging
that
Fox
Leading the charge is the Fox News Channel with
News,
in
their
mudslinging,
is
being
dishonest.
What
“The Grapevine,” a daily political gossip segment that
I
am
saying,
however,
is
that
the
giant,
owned
by
might as well be produced by a Republican opposiRupert Murdoch and run by former Republican stratetion research team.
gist Roger Ailes, is making a concerted effort to steer
Introduced by the network’s managing editor Brit
the debate away from the issues and create negative
Hume as “the most fascinating two minutes in television,” the dinnertime briefing falls right in the middle impressions of these Democrats in any way it possibly can.
of “Special Report With Brit Hume”, which, accordIt’s no wonder Ed Gillespie claims to be staying out
ing to Fox News, is “cable television’s highest-rated
of
the “gutter.” His own goons aren't necessary when
political program.”
millions
of viewers a day are already being fed a
In the last month, every episode of the segment but
steady
diet
of dirt about his opponents. And coming
one has included a bit about one of the Democratic
from
the
mainstream
media, it’s more effective than
contenders — bits that are generally embarrassing,
any
openly
partisan
attacks
could be. Republicans are
mocking, or simply strained attempts at labeling them
thus
free
to
lament
the
impropriety
of Bush’s critics
as hypocrites.
while
watching
their
challengers
get
slimed.
Hume recently entertained us with a foray into
And
they’re
hoping,
of
course,
that
rather than
rumors of Sen. John Kerry’s use of Botox in his face.
Terry
McAuliffe
reigning
as
John
Wilkes
Booth, Brit
Showing several closeups of the senator, he commentHume
becomes
Lee
Harvey
Oswald.
ed: “He arrived too late to get full makeup, and as
much from
their experiences.
The highly vocal,
conservative
minority at
this school
should heed
some good
old fashioned Marine Corps advice: “Man
up or man out.” I like the fertile
environment for debate that the
Kaimin opinion page promotes,
but rich, white college boys who

enthusiastically
send mostly poor
minorities to their
deaths disgust and
repulse me beyond
words. The decision to support a
controversial war
without fighting in
it is a luxury of the
old. The young
have to pick their poison. You can
be a warrior or a war protester,
anything in between is a cheerleader and a coward. (but George
junior was a cheerleader in col-
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Montana Kaimin

Calendar of Events

Weather
or not
High:
Low:

45
28

Thursday, February 19, 2004

Rain Showers

S

lush, slush everywhere. Honestly, could this city and
University do anything to maybe drain some of the humongous lakes that have popped up? In front of the Journalism
Building on the way to the Oval there is a massive pond. Some have
called it Glacial Lake Missoula. Seriously. Will UM’s lovely lawns
ever recover from the muddy trampling they are receiving from students evading a drowning?

Today-ish, Feb. 19

Saturday , Feb. 21

Play - “A Streetcar Named Desire”
Montana Repertory Theatre — 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 10-14 and Feb. 17-21

Food Collection At Game
Adams Center — 7:35 p.m.

Play - Streetcar Named Desire. A Kaimin
investigation revealed that their acting skills are
light-years beyond Mrs. McCullney’s 1st-grade
production of “The Happy Bunny.” In your face,
Mrs. McCullney! In your face,
kids!
Kaiminebruary

Special ASUM Meeting
UC Room 332-333 — 2:30
p.m.

Friday , Feb. 20

Kaimin Weather - “Wet cuffs make better forecasts”

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page.

Lady Griz error again
The Kaimin incorrectly listed the last year that Lady Griz basketball team was in the NCAA playoffs. The team made the tournament
in the 1999-2000 season.

Front Page Photo problem

Food drive - Sigma Nu fraternity will be collecting non-perishable food items at the Griz basketball game against Montana State. Considering
the average college student doesn’t even own any
perishable food, or even non-ramen noodle food
products, everyone should have
plenty to donate.

Movies 4 U
UC Theater —
8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Movie - “Matrix Revolutions,”
at 8 p.m. and “Underworld,” at 10
p.m. S&M fans and European ravers all agree,
wearing black leather is totally in this spring.

Senior Recital
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.

ASUM will meet and vote on
the proposals to be submitted to the
Board of Regents concerning the
MontPIRG Voluntary Fee collection.

Sunday, Feb. 22
Filmy Substance
UC Theater — 7 p.m.

Senior recital - Percussionist Jeffrey Brandt will
Film - French Film Series: “L’Anglaise et le
be playing with his instrument. Grow up pervert, Duc.” With our limited French skills, we can safeyou know what we mean.
ly say it either means “The Lady and the Duke” or
“Look at the Duck.” Frankly, both sound fascinatSurvival of the Benefitious
ing. Free or $2 donation appreciated.

Montana Repertory Theatre — 6 p.m.

Wednesday’s front page photo was taken last Thursday, Feb. 12,
not Tuesday Feb. 10.

Benefit - Dinner gala, “A Streetcar Named
Student Recital
Desire.” Eat with the stars of “A Streetcar Named
Holy Spirit Parish 130 6th St. E. — 4 p.m.
Desire.” Maybe they’ll even talk to you before
Student recital - Ben Bates will be playing with
you inevitably say something really creepy and
his organ. A joke so nice, we had to use it twice.
make everyone uncomfortable.
Shazam!
Items for the Calendar of Events may be submitted to editor@kaimin.org.
We do not guarantee the publication of all submitted items.
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:

1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
9893
The call is free and so is the report.

THURSDAY • FEBRUARY 19 • 7:30 PM

Car Accident Victims

TENTH ANNUAL NATIVE AMERICAN LECTURE
Gallagher Business School - Room 122
in conjuction with Charter Day Celebration

EARL OLD PERSON
Fifty Years of Leadership
in Indian Country.
O’Connor Center for the Rocky Mountain West
Phone (406) 243-7700 FAX (406) 243-7709
www.crmw.org

FREE

opopopOPEN TO THE PUBLIC

MOVING SALE!
• Feb 20th - 29th •

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Candidate

10 to 50% off

New location
129 W. Front

all merchandise
• Technical and Casual
Clothing 10-50% off
• Snowshoes 25% off
• X country, Tele and
AT skis 20% off
• Scarpa and Garmont
Tele Boots 20% off
• Demo Tele and AT skis

Dr. Charles Wood

next to MacKenzie
River Pizza

March 1st

Skis

101 S. Higgins Ave.
721-1670

Visiting Campus for an extended interview February 19 & 20, 2004

OPEN FORUM TO BE HELD:
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 2004
10:30-11:30 A.M.
CONTINUING EDUCATION ROOM 204

Everyone is encouraged to attend and meet the candidate.
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Montana Kaimin

UM scientists study fastballs from space
Fred Miller
Montana Kaimin

Few people know their heads are
hit with the energy of two Nolan
Ryan fastballs every second. Fewer
still know where that energy comes
from, but a University of Montana
scientist is trying to find out.
When John Belz, an assistant
physics professor, came to
Missoula in 2002, he brought with
him an international project to
study subatomic particles.
Subatomic particles are the tiny
building blocks of atoms. UM’s

LAUGH

Tickets on sale
now at the
UC Info Desk/
Box Office!

OUT LOUD

Comedy Showcase
A Loud And Unconventional

Presents
The Comedy of

Be sure to check
out the show and
take your shot at
going home with a

SONY
PLAYSTATION!

Scott Henry
As Seen On:

Friday

Comedy Central
Premium Blend
Showtime
The Improv

February 20th
Show begins at 10pm
2nd Floor University Center

Tickets on sale now
at the UC Info Desk/Box Office

gh you
r
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s off
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$4 with a Griz Card for
students, faculty & staff.
$6 without a Griz Card.

at t

he
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u

For more information call 243-INFO

r!

Friday,
April 23rd
- Rich Ramirez
10pm, University
Center Ballroom

te

Friday,
March 12th
- Daniel Tosh
10pm, 2nd Floor
University Center

Gut-busting Humor Show!

THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

n

MONTH!

particles that give off flashes of
ultraviolet light and spread uniformly over the Earth. The particles
are much smaller than baseballs,
but at the speed of light (186,000
miles per second) they beat Ryan’s
record of almost 100 mph by nearly
7 million times. Belz and his colleagues use a ground observatory in
Utah — called the “High
Resolution Fly’s Eye” because of
its many light detectors — to see
the ultraviolet light these particles
give off. The detectors can also
measure energy and point to where
the particles came from.

you'l
l

A different
comic each

Department of Physics and
Astronomy joins nine other universities throughout the world — from
Utah and New Mexico to as far
away as Japan — in developing the
new technology to discover what
these “fastballs from space” are all
about.
The Earth’s atmosphere is bombarded with protons from far-away
energy sources, Belz said. The protons are hard to study with satellites in space because they are relatively few and far between, he said.
But when they hit the atmosphere
they break up into lots of smaller

e
ve rsi ty c

“What we look for is flashes of
tors to better track the particles.
light that are produced when very
The project will include 256
high-energy cosmic rays hit the
small photo tubes to convert light
atmosphere,” Belz said.
into electrical pulses. It will also
This light-scattering phenomenon have more sensors on the ground.
can be seen on Earth in the form of
“It’s very fast flashes and very
the Aurora Borealis, or Northern
faint flashes that this is good for
Lights, Belz
seeing,” he
said, which
said.
occur when
The project
charged particles
will cost about
from the sun
$20 million,
become trapped
funded by a
in the Earth’s
$12 million
magnetic field.
grant from the
But the cosmic
Japanese govrays that Belz’s
ernment and a
colleagues study
$5 million to
come from ener$6 million
gy sources
U.S. grant he
100,000 to a
said he hopes
million times
will grow to
more powerful
match the
than an explodJapanese coning star.
tribution.
“I study the
Belz has
highest energy,”
recruited three
Belz said.
UM students
Because of
and one
the direction
Annie P. Warren/Montana Kaimin Montana State
many of the par- John Belz, a University of Montana
University
ticles have been assistant physics professor, holds up a graduate stu“photomultiplier tube,” one of 256 light dent to help
seen to come
from, it is theo- detectors in the Telescope Array, a
him. Daniel
rized that Earth device that will be built to study subGuest, a UM
atomic particles in the Utah desert.
is the recipient
junior in
of energy from
physics, was
radio galaxies, including galaxies
on hand in the basement lab to
50 million light years away. Radio
explain some of the workings of
galaxies have black holes in their
the equipment. His specialty is
centers that rotate very fast, suck in building equipment in the lab’s
enormous amounts of matter and
machine shop, he explained.
shoot it out of both ends, Belz said.
Belz said the experiments are a
In the basement of UM’s Science good experience for UM students
Complex, Belz showed some
interested in going further with
equipment he and some of his stuphysics and he’s glad to have them
dents are working on building for
to help with the research.
the Telescope Array in Utah, a
“Myself and some of the students
project he said would use mirrors
will do what astronomers do and
and extremely sensitive light detec- stay up all night,” he said.

www.kaimin.org
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New soccer coach hopes to improve offense
Jeff Windmueller
Montana Kaimin

Neil Sedgwick is a teacher through and
through.
He started out in physical education,
and after stints coaching for North Dakota
and the University of Southern California,
he is the second head coach in the history
of the women’s soccer program at the
University of Montana.
With the new position, Sedgwick faces
one of his largest challenges to date. He
inherits a team that finished second in the
Big Sky Conference tournament but overall posted an 8-11-2 record and failed to
score a goal in seven games.
The Griz averaged .99 goals per game,
and Sedgwick said one of his first priorities as coach is to instill confidence into
his offensive players and then help them
to score through practice and preparation.
“We become coaches so that we can
teach, or at least that’s why I did,” he
said. “Some people do it because they
love the competition and I certainly enjoy
the competition, but I like the preparation
even more. The game is just a test of what
you’ve done during the week.”
The new coach hopes to use his teaching ability to change the team, although
change is not something that the UM soccer team has ever dealt with.
UM hired Sedgwick in January to
replace Betsy Duerksen, who resigned in
November, and was formerly the only
coach in the program’s 10-year history.
Junior defender Wendy Stuker, one of
two team captains, said Sedgwick and
Duerksen are like day and night.
“So far, he is pretty much as different as
the game of soccer can be,” Stuker said.
“He is different with our weight training,
he is different with our practices, and he
is different in terms of motivating us. Any
way that you can be different, he is.”
However, some Grizzlies are confident
that the coach’s new style will help them
improve.
“I think that he is going to make us
more disciplined,” freshman defender
MacKenzie Murphy said. “We’re warming
up to him.”
Coaching soccer isn’t easy, but
Sedgwick said he hopes to make the game
easier for the players by stressing perfection of the fundamentals.
“You have to make sure that there are
certain things that every player can do,”

Sedgwick said. “Certainly some of the
fundamentals like ball striking, one-onone defending, and the aerial game are
things that every player needs. We need to
continue to work on that every day, so
that it’s not a problem in games.”
“He breaks down games, not starting
with positions, but starting with how the
game should be played regardless of what
position you play,” Murphy later said.
“That focus on the basics will pay off in
the end.”
The players said they are ready for a
new beginning, and want to duplicate the
success that earlier Montana teams experienced under Duerksen. They said that
Sedgwick will help that.
“He’s going to make our team a better
team,” said sophomore midfielder Shawn
Destafney. “He is trying to make us a lot
more professional as a team, which will
definitely make us better next year. He is
giving us a whole new attitude really.”
That attitude, Sedgwick hopes, is of
discipline. He said his high expectations
will be met by being different and stressing the importance of practice.
“I think discipline is simply expectations and standards,” he said. “We have
high expectation for our student athletes
and we hope that they expect the same
from themselves.”
With his soft-spoken intensity,
Sedgwick isn’t the typical kind of motivator, and said he doesn’t do over-the-top
screaming or antics to get his players
working.
“Sometimes the game requires a loud
voice, because that’s the volume of the
game, but typically I am just trying to
teach.” he said.
Teaching has been an obvious part of
Sedgwick’s life. He’s a professor of
women’s soccer.
He was the associate head coach at the
University of Southern California for the
Chandler Melton/Montana Kaimin
past three seasons and has experience as
Neil Sedgwick, the new head coach of the women’s soccer team, works one-on-one with goalhead coach at the University of North
keeper Amy Gibson in the Washington-Grizzly Stadium on Wednesday. Sedgwick was hired in
Dakota. During the 1999 and 2000 seaJanuary after former coach Betsy Duerksen resigned.
sons, Sedgwick worked as the first coach
gained in his native Canada. He served as
from what they’ve seen in the past.
in the Fighting Sioux’s history.
an assistant coach at his alma mater,
“They’ve accepted change and they are
“Neil is one of the most well-rounded
Dalhousie
University,
in
Nova
Scotia.
But
ready
to move forward with it,” he said.
coaches I have ever worked with,” said
most impressively, Sedgwick worked for
“It’s just a new challenge,” Sedgwick
Jim Millinder, the head women’s soccer
five seasons as an assistant coach with the later added. “It’s a challenge for me and
coach at USC. “He is a good recruiter, a
Canadian National Women’s Team.
it’s certainly a challenge for the athletes,
great teacher and a great motivator as
As
for
his
new
position,
the
coach
is
because change is never easy.”
well.”
Prior to USC and North Dakota, most of already seeing his Grizzlies come together
under his tutelage, even if it’s different
Sedgwick’s coaching experience was

UM club team has hopes for move to national ski finals
Members are excited because the UM
team is competing in the U.S. Collegiate
Snowsports Association skiing finals, and
The University of
Club doesn’t is ranked second in the Northwest
Montana Ski Team is
Conference. Even though UM will face
recieve UM
hoping to make history
NCAA teams, the ski club is not funded
funding
this weekend by winning
by the University’s athletic association.
the Western regional
The team was founded, according to its
races at the Red Lodge Ski Resort.
Web site, “to promote intercollegiate
If the team wins this weekend it would
alpine skiing as an organized sport at the
be the first time since its creation in 1996
University of Montana.” It allows any
that it made it to nationals. This year,
full-time student to join, and prior racing
nationals will take place at Sugarloaf Ski
experience is not needed.
Resort in Maine on March 1-6.
Though she has been skiing her entire
life, this is only
Tara Bozo’s second season of
racing.
“We’re all
really good
friends,” she
includes:
1. Professional Eye Exam
said of the six
2. Soft Contact Lenses Bausch &
girls and seven
Lomb FW or 04

Peter Coyle
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99

$

99

guys on the team. “You get to know each
other real quick.”
Because they are a club team, and not
an official intercollegiate sports team, the
club doesn’t get any outside funding from
the University. Each member pays dues
and work fund-raisers to help cover
expenses.
“My Subaru has been driven 3,000
miles over the last month,” Bozo said. All
expenses are out-of-pocket for the team.
The team dues go towars mandatory
training every Wednesday and Thursday
night at Snowbowl. If the team has a race,
it leaves Friday and returns on Sunday
night.
Lindan Elliott, a junior in business, is
the team captain and has been racing since
he was 10 years old.
“I raced through high school and was
burned out on it when I got to college.
When I got here I talked to Garrett
(Hobbs, the coach) and the team seemed

laid-back,” Elliott said.
Elliott said that people on the team who
have never raced help keep the competitive atmosphere a little more relaxed.
“We’ve definitely been building the last
couple of years,” Elliott said. This will be
the fourth year in a row that the ski club
has gone to regionals, and they are proud
of their hard work and love for the sport.
“We’re competing against teams that
offer full-ride scholarships to their athletes,” Elliott said.
Though Elliott said he would like to
have more funding to offer scholarships
and cover costs, he said he was confident
in his team’s ability. His confidence is not
unfounded.
“We have athletes that are faster than
people getting full rides,” Tara Bozo said.
Even if the UM teams fail to advance to
the finals, Bozo said, individuals can earn
the right to race at nationals.

3. Lenses, Single Vision Plastic
4. Contact Lens Kit
5. Case For Glasses

199

$
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AMERICAN EYECARE
1431 S. Higgins, Missoula

549-5550

Polson

883-4733

Dr. David Vainio • Dr. Beth Horner
Optometrists • Evening Appointments Available
Deer Lodge

846-2854

Rae Stine

Certified Optician

For Grizzly sports news go to:
www.kaimin.org
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Fabrice Tripier Mondanan of France gets pulled off the ground by the power of his kite Saturday at Georgetown Lake. Mondanan, a professional snowkiter, was in Montana for last weekend’s snowkite rodeo.

S n ow k i t e

Rodeo
Story

by

Katie

“There’s no lift tickets. No lines. You
can just be driving down the highway in
Nevada and stop on an open field and set
up to kite for a few hours,” said Nick
Beuthien, a snowkiter from Helena. “It’s
endless.”
Behind him, Georgetown Lake sprawled
out under the gray sky. Between the snow
and the clouds, huge kites shaped like the
letter C curved and danced slowly through
the air.
On the other end of the skinny lines
holding the kites were skiers and snowboarders racing along the flats, rail-sliding
or pulling graceful tricks in the air.
Spectators watched, flew small kites on
the sides or warmed up in the lodge.
Montana’s first-ever snowkite rodeo
was under way.
“It’s kind of our kick-off event, to let
people know what this is all about, to put
us on the map,” said Joel Beatty, a
snowkiter and student at the University of
Montana College of Technology in
Helena.
Beatty is one of about 20 avid
snowkiters from Helena. He said that after
discovering the sport a little over a year
ago, he’s hooked.
“It’s my passion,” he said.
Snowkiting, although just recently
entering the current of mainstream sports,
is a relatively old activity, said Keith
Kallio, owner of Caird Boat Works and an
organizer of the event.
The sport probably originated in France
over a decade ago, he said, and thanks to
the advances in technology in the past few
years, its popularity is growing.
“It’s very easy to get into now — that’s
why it’s catching so quickly,” he said.

Klingsporn
All you need are skis or a snowboard, a
large foil or leading-edge inflatable kite, a
harness, control bar, lines and wind. Snow
kites, which are specially designed to be
steerable, range in size from 5 square
meters to 18 square meters. The bigger the
kite, the more power it can harness for
speed and big air. A full setup can be purchased new for under $500, Kallio said.
At this weekend’s three-day rodeo,
everyone from the pros to the just plain
curious participated in all the sport has to
offer.
Events included the snowboard kitercross, skier kitercross, rail competition, a
big air expression session, free clinics and
demos, raffle giveaways and a party at the
Georgetown Lake Lodge.
The event, which was organized by
Kallio, Dave Gavere, Mitch Morey and
Aaron Sales, featured over 20 pro riders
representing different countries. About 20
amateur riders competed, and of the estimated 700 spectators who stopped by to
check it out, anywhere from 50 to 70 newbies tried i, Kallio said.
Beuthien, an amateur who placed first
in his heat in the snowboard kitercross,
said he was really excited to interact with
the pros.
“It’s great to play around with the pros.
They’re years above us,” he said. “These
guys are nuts.”
Renee Hanks, a pro rider from Hood
River, Ore., took gold in the women’s
kitercross. She’s been riding for four
years, and encourages anyone to try it.
“It’s super fun, a new challenge,” she
said. “It has a lot of different opportunities.”
The variability of the sport was echoed

by many of the competitors, including
snowboarding. So once you’ve got the kite
Kallio, who is one of only four
down, you’ve got it,” he said.
Professional Air Sports Association certiAfter the kites all came down, the specfied instructors in the United States.
tators cleared out and Georgetown Lake
Kallio has been entranced by kites since was once again just a blank expanse of
childhood, he said, when he used to build
white. Kallio said he was very pleased
them with his dad. He picked up snowkitwith the event.
ing five years ago, and kites at least four
“It went fantastic,” he said. “It was
times a week.
probably the best event in the U.S. It start“I love the freedom,” he said. “It’s like
ed as a grass-roots thing, and just snowwakeboarding, except you get to drive the
balled into an incredible event, both for
board, and go wherever you want.”
the riders and spectators.”
For powder buffs, he said, it’s ideal
For more information about equipment,
because there are so many flat fields and
rentals and lessons, contact Keith Kallio at
lakes just sitting around collecting snow.
406-461-5302, or Dave Cook at 721-4474.
“There’s nothing quite like floating
Kallio is offering special half-price lesthrough an open field of powder, with
sons to UM students.
miles of uncut snow in front of you,” he
said.
Snowkiting’s not
limited to just flat
ground, either. It
can be done on soft
hills or even steeper slopes, where
kiters can use their
kites for a tow to
the top, then catch
huge air on the way
down — similar to
paragliding.
“There are a million options for the
sport,” said Dave
Cook, who runs a
snowkite school
out of Missoula
called H2Snow.
“Everywhere you
look there are playground opportunities. It’s only limited by imagination.”
Since it goes
hand-in-hand with
winter sports as
well as kiteboarding on water,
snowkiting is a
handy option that
is easy to learn,
said Cook.
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
“It’s easy. It’s
Fabio Ingrosso of Switzerland gets big air over Georgetown Lake
about 80 percent
Saturday. Ingrosso won the skier kitercross competition.
kite, 20 percent
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Solitude, exertion make nordic skiing more than a mild pastime
Jeb Foster
For the Kaimin

On the list of what’s hot for the
18- to 34-year-old set, cross-country skiing probably sits humbly at
the bottom.
Unlike snowboarders, crosscountry skiers are rarely praised
for their amplitude. Mountain
Dew ads don’t feature nordic
skiers.
But it wouldn’t take a Madison
Avenue marketing firm to gloss
this sport’s humble reputation.
Just ask Missoula residents who
skinny ski why they love it so
much. Better yet, try it yourself,
and pretty soon you’ll be versed in
the esoteric language of glide wax
— is that Swix Cera Nova hydrocarbon wax you’re using? Sweet.
But for many, Nordic skiing is
alluring because of its spartan,
Henry David Thoreau quality.
“It can put you more in touch
with nature,” said recreation
forester Joe Kipphut, who works

as a liaison between the Forest
Service and the Missoula Nordic
Ski Club.
For some who perhaps tried the
sport once or twice, the squirrelly
skis and free heel conspired to put
them closer to nature than desired
— in the manner of a face plant.
Many may have wondered:
Why ski up the hill when I can
ride the lift? And why ski up the
hill just to ski back down wearing
skimpy boots (with no support) on
skinny skis (with no edges)?
Here are a couple of reasons to
try it:
Cross-country skiing is cheap,
especially in Missoula, where
access to the ski trails is free.
The full regalia (skis, boots,
poles) costs hundreds less than
alpine gear, said Dan Dahlberg,
co-owner of Open Road Bicycles.
Avoiding the chair lift is another advantage, Kipphut said.
“You’re able to see a variety of
terrain,” he said.
And then there are the health
benefits. Cross-country skiing has
long been touted as one of the best

forms of exercise, and for good
reason.
“It’s easier to expend more
calories at the same exercise
intensity for cross-country skiing
when compared to other forms of
cardiovascular exercise,” said Dan
Heil, an associate professor of
exercise physiology at Montana
State University in Bozeman.
In other words, even if you perform at the same intensity level,
an hour of skiing will burn more
calories than an hour of running.
According to a study done by
MSU graduate student Owen
Murphy, a person weighing 154
pounds will burn 294 calories in
30 minutes of downhill skiing,
versus 571 calories while crosscountry skiing.
Nordic skiing is a sport without
age limits. When Kathy McGann,
president of the Missoula Nordic
Ski Club, was overtaken by an 80year-old skier on a steep hill, she
knew she had found a sport she
could do for the rest of her life.
“That was so cool,” she said of
her encounter with the speedy sen

ior.
Cross-country skiing is a social
sport that ties together many generations, McGann said.
It also has mental health benefits that may help you through a
Missoula winter, said Dahlberg.
“It’s another way to avoid winter — the grayness of winter,” he
said.
Don’t have the balance of
Baryshnikov or Lance
Armstrong’s lungs? Even if you
are new to snow sports, don’t
worry.
“Anyone can try it … whether
you’ve been on skis or not,” said
Dahlberg.
If you still need more reasons,
there are plenty of trails around
Missoula.
“You can pretty much pick any
direction and go,” said Dahlberg.
For six miles of wide corduroy
avenues, visit the Pattee Canyon
trailhead. The Rattlesnake has an
epic eight-mile stretch of
machine-tracked skiing.
If you want to venture beyond
Missoula, Lolo Pass — a mere

hour’s drive from town — offers
miles of groomed trails for backcountry skiing. If you’re brave
enough to rub shoulders with
snowmobiles, you have even more
terrain available.
Take the dog to the Crazy
Canyon Trail (Pattee Canyon) or
the Sam Braxton loop (Lolo pass).
For updated ski conditions, used
equipment listings and membership information, visit the
Missoula Nordic Ski Club’s Web
site at (www.missoulanordic.org).
“They provide a tremendous
service,” said Kipphut. He said the
non-profit club has provided free
trail grooming for Missoula skiers
for about 20 years.
Also, don’t fear the rain. Once
this deluge stops and temperatures
drop, the snow that remains will
be consolidated and firm, enabling
you to ski off-trail without sinking.
Cross-country ski: Kick your
winter blues, add a new sport to
your resume, shed some pounds,
check out nature and yodel all the
way to the bank.

Buffalos in the mist

Ski Area
Base Fresh
5”
Snowbowl
74”
Lost Trail
84”-90” 8”
Lookout Pass 82”-115” 8”
Big Sky
52”-80” 0”
6”
Big Mountain
87”
Discovery
55”-70” 4”
Bridger Bowl
62”
0”
Last updated 02/18/2004

ARTICHOKE CONSULTING
Have a Mac?
Have Problems?
• 5+ years of Mac Experience
• Education and Contract Rates
• Always willing to trade
406.370.4566
peet@artichokeconsulting.com

Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

A herd of bison makes its way across an open plain near the Fountain Paint Pots in Yellowstone National Park on
President’s Day. On Feb. 10, a court judge issued an order to enforce temporary rules for the remainder of the 20032004 winter season. Only 780 snowmobiles will be allowed to enter the park per day, all snowmobiles must be commercially guided and park operation hours will remain the same — 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Men’s Spring Recruitment
FIJI
Ever considered going Greek? Want to learn more and check what it’s all about?

Tuesday, February 24th 6:30 PM
UC South Ballroom
Housetours-get a chance to check out all the houses and
meet active Greek Members.

Wednesday, February 25th & Thursday, February 26th
These nights all the Greek Houses will be having events.
This would be a good chance to meet more of the guys and learn more
of what the Greek System has to offer.

Friday, February 27th
Bid Day
Register for Spring Recruitment in the Greek Life Office located in the UC.

Any questions call
Greek Life Advisor
Cairn Lindoff
243-2005

IFC Recruitment Chair
Ben VandeVen
728-0036
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Wintersession
Continued from Page 1

efit.
“With that intensity, you live, eat,
sleep whatever you’re taking,” he
said.
Students can either get a difficult
class out of the way with relatively
few distractions, or take a fun class
that they might not take otherwise.
It’s also a time for professors to try
new classes, Kerr said.
Amy Nile, a junior majoring in
broadcast journalism, decided to

Investigation
Continued from Page 1

said, and eventually tried to meet
with the females — when they
were arrested.
The affidavits also stated that all
the defendants knew that the
females they were conversing with
were under the age of 16.
King stated after his arrest that
he thought something was “fishy”
and intended to meet with the girl
to tell her nothing would happen.
At the time of Schlake’s arrest he
was allegedly in contact with 10
other underage females. After
Powell’s arrest, Powell said he used
the Internet approximately 50 times
to arrange face-to-face communica-

take advantage of the time to take a
class called “Advertising
Competition.”
“It was a good way to get some
upper-division credits and not be
totally useless over the whole five
weeks,” Nile said.
The class, however, failed to meet
her expectations, she said. With the
limited class time and requirements
for the final project, she felt she didn’t benefit from the class.
“I didn’t learn $450 worth of
information,” she said. “They really
need to evaluate these courses and

tions with females. He said in 15 to
20 of those meetings, he had sex
with the females. It is unknown
whether any were underage.
“These type of people are out
there,” Mosback said. “They’re
using the Internet to pursue that
type of behavior.”
Mosback declined to comment
on the FBI’s methods of investigating these types of online cases. He
said he doesn’t know how many
crimes the task force has prevented.
The age of Internet users in these
cases varies, he said.
“I don’t think for this there is an
age group — it doesn’t really matter,” Mosback said. “The problem
may have always been this big.
Now we’re addressing it.”

www.kaimin.org
Don’t question it.
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Lost: TI-86 in men’s bathroom bottom floor GBB next
to room L26. Please call Jesse @ 728-0636 if found.

Up to $500/Wk processing mail. Get paid for each
piece. Create your own schedule. (626) 821-4061”

Found: black beenie in parking lot betw. Lommasson
Center and Miller Hall last Sunday. Call Stone at 2431296. Have some way to identify it.

Work study position @ children’s shelter. Shifts available Monday - Sunday are 9pm - midnight, midnight 6:30am, 6:30am - 8am, or a combination of the three.
Call Teresa @ 549-0058.

LOST: Blue diesel sunglasses on campus, if found
please contact Matt S. at 728-1828. Reward if you like
that sort of thing.

• Informational Session •

a month

February 22-26

• Chapter Events •
Mon/Tues, 23/24 @ Houses

• Progressive Dinner•
Wednesday, Feb. 25

UC 326/327 • Pick up schedules
@ Info Session

Call the donor info line

Meet @ UC 224 @ 4:45

NW Andrology
& Cryobank

Meet People! Have Fun! No Cost!

Childcare Early morning and afternoon for 4yr old and
7yr old Part-time with possible full time summer position. 721-4629 days 543-5625 evenings.

WORK WANTED
WANTED

Make Money taking Online Surveys. Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys. Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups. Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum

SPRING CREEK LODGE ACADEMY, A PRIVATE SCHOOL
LOCATED 15 MILES NW OF THOMPSON FALLS, IS TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER ASSISTANTS. WORK
WEEK IS FOUR-TEN HOUR DAYS. CONTACT LARRY
WARD AT (406) 827-4344, BY FAX (406) 827-4354, OR
EMAIL larry@blueslide.com

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Work at home. Call 405-447-6397

SERVICES
SERVICES

$1,380 WEEKLY GUARANTEED. Stuff envelopes at
home. Full - or Part - Time, $690 Bonus for a $2,070
Total Weekly Paycheck. No Skills, education, experience. All Qualify. Legitimate, honest home employment. $100 Cash Hiring Bonus. Guaranteed in writing. 543-3705

Professional carpet cleaning, Average Apartment $45
- $55, call Melissa 721-0175, 21 years experience.

Hey Women! If you’ve ever had sex, a yearly Pap
smear is recommended to check for cancer. You can
get birth control pills and get checked for infection at
the same time. Medical Clinic at the Curry Health
Center, call for an appointment, 243-2122

EGG DONORS WANTED! Fee for donation. Women
must be 18-30. Call for application. Steven Liz,
Attorney, 317-996-2000 lic# 10328-49

Sick? Curry Health Center has real live doctors, nurse
practitioners and nurses 24/7. Call ahead for an
appointment. 243-2122
VOLUNTEER FAIR- Visit with over 20 non-profit agencies on February 18th and 19th from 10-2 in the UC to
find the perfect volunteer opportunity. Presented by
the Office for Civic Engagement, SS 126, 243-5531
Performers Wanted! Open Mic in the UC Junga Juice
Feb. 26th 8-12pm, call 243-6189

Do you have links to a Hutterite colony in MT? If so,
are you interested in participating in a study of
Hutterite population patterns? Contact Dr. McKay at
mckay@selway.umt.edu

Looking for an education major who loves children, is
energetic and fun, to sit for our son 3-5 days a week
it the afternoons. Please call Beverly at 543-7794.
Must have experiences and references.
Summer job on guest ranch. Driver position and lawn
maintenance position. Must live-in. Must be 21. Call
406-244-5571
Experienced Processor for mortgage company. Salary,
benefits, health ins. & retirement plan. Please send
resume to: 900 Strand, Missoula, MT 59801

Professional Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page 5420837.

NEED A TUTOR? Students Tutoring Students has an
individual tutoring available in most courses for only
$4.50 an hour! (You may even be eligible for free
tutoring!). Contact STS, Lommasson Center 276, or
call 243-2294.
Resumes, transcription, report typing, editing. Fast,
student discounts. www.atozwordprocessing.com,
728-3888

*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

FOR RENT

CARLO’S COSTUMES

WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.

RENTALS: COSTUMES, WIGS, TUXES, MARILYN, ELVIS,
70’S, 80’S. 1,000’S OF COSTUMES, SCHOOL/STAFF
RATES, 11am -6pm 543-6350

1 BDRM, near U & downtown, W/D, no pets/smoke.
$575/mo. +util/dep 721-3764
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath home, washer, dryer, big
yard, next to large park. 5-10 minutes from downtown & University. 1239 Sherwood $850/month Call
549-4065

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATES NEEDED

EMPLOYMENT

Roommate wanted to share new townhouse
$300/month +1/3 electric all other utilities paid, contact (208) 739-2440

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417

Brand new spacious 3bdrm apt. Minutes to U. W/D, D
Pool, Spa, exercise rm. $325 + 1/3 elect. Call 2401671 or 239-0866
Bedroom Available in three Bedroom house. 1 1/2
miles from Campus. Share with two laid back guys.
Available Now. $270.50 per month/ 1/3 utilities. No
deposit needed, call 360-0736

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS

Promaster 100-400 MM F4.5-6.7 Lens For Sale, Fits
Cannon Cameras, Call 543-0835, Never Used

BEAD SALE

JAOS Grille Guard For Toyota Tundra 2000 - 2003 Call
543-0835

BATHING BEAUTIES 25% OFF EVERYTHING. EVERYDAY
IN FEBRUARY. 517 SOUTH HIGGINS 10-6 EVERYDAY
543-0018

COMPAQ PRESARIO, 700 mHz., 10 G.B. Hard Drive, 17”
monitor, Printer, $200.00/OBO 251-1522

Missoula, MT

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S

BOOKS! We Trade! 1221 Helen, one block west of
campus. Quarter Moon Books.

FOR SALE

549-0958

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

4 hours of your group’s time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888)
923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

NEED ONE MORE CREDIT
HHP classes that can be added after the first three
weeks of classes. HHP 110/74 Billiards TR, 4:005:15P, 2/17 - 5/6. HHP 154/01 Tennis MTWR, 9:10 10:00 3/22 - 5/7. See Adrienne, McGill 114 to add.
243-4255

VINTAGE
VINTAGE CLOTHING
BEST VINTAGE, CLOTHING, BEST PRICES, CARLO’S ONE
NIGHT STAND. 204 3rd 11am - 6pm EVERYDAY 5436350

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
LEADERS WANTED: Service-Learning projects to
Moab, Phoenix, and Arcata. Travel and earn valuable
experience this spring break. $250 - $350 participants, 1/2 for leaders. Call Ben @ OCE 243-5531
ASAP!!!

Building a new computer? New Black ATX case
w/clear side window, $35 OBO, call 550-1333

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

Sperm Donors
Needed!
•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health

Hey I just caught a little blurb about this guy WILLIE
WEIR! He’s a crazy man! He planned this 3-month
bicycle thing in Turkey - then right before he is to
leave War breaks out! What does he do? He still
goes! I can’t wait to hear the stories he has to tell !
! ! Meet me at his lecture I’ll be by the phones in the
Underground Lecture Hall, 7pm, Wed, Feb 25. No
worries - it’s FREE - Outdoor Program is paying for it
all!
243-5172
or
www.umt.edu/campusrec/outdoor.htm

Counseling &

$360

Sunday, Feb. 22 @ 630

Soul Searching? Try Astrology. First Reading by donation. 829-0318

Why wait? Free, anonymous HIV
Testing…Call 243-2122

bills cause them to be dropped from
registration.
Continuing Education wants to
communicate with the deans and
faculty of the schools more, with the
goal of responding to needs they
haven’t met with Wintersession,
Dennison said.
“We’ll keep it for 2005,” he said.
“I think we’ll continue to see it
grow.”

SORORITY RECRUITMENT

Great Opportunity Market Research Telephone
Interviews Applications are being accepted at
Research Data Design: Apply in person at 2685 Palmer
St. Ste. D, M-F 10am - 4pm or call 728-8290

PERSONALS

Apple computer, but I’m sure I will
be digesting this trip for years,”
Bennett said.
Continuing Education is still
making improvements to
Wintersession. This year,
Wintersession courses were not listed in the Spring 2004 course schedule. This was due to a clerical error
that will be remedied next year,
Dennison said.
They will also begin to notify students in mid-December if unpaid

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

k iosk

LOST & FOUND

LOST: black fleece gloves- could be anywhere, black
fleece Dakine hat near N. Underground, & black North
Face Windstopper jacket; 243-1485

make sure students are getting
something out of them.”
Some students were able to travel
while they earned credits. Gordon
Bennett went to London for an art
history course.
The program was excellent, he
said, but the funds he spent on the
trip could have been devoted to
something else.
“Something really tangible like a
computer would have been nice —
like a sweet-ass, top-of-the-line

Montana Kaimin

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org
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